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Preface

As the editors, we are pleased to introduce you to this collection of insights, 
analyses, and reflections on the intricate dance between consumers and the world 
of commerce. We aimed to create a cohesive narrative transcending traditional 
boundaries, weaving together diverse perspectives to form a rich tapestry that 
captured the essence of contemporary consumerism. The book Navigating the Shifting 
Landscape of Consumer Behavior is a thorough investigation that goes beyond the 
surface, unraveling all the details that define the modern consumer experience. It is 
a work that stands out in the expansive and complex realm of consumer behavior. 
This anthology, which was carefully assembled by a group of experienced authors, 
tries to provide not merely a surface-level understanding of the myriad of factors 
that influence how individuals interact with the market, but rather an in-depth 
comprehension of those factors.

Understanding consumer behavior is no longer an option but rather a strategic 
necessity in today’s world, which is characterized by exceptional technological 
advancements, cultural shifts, and increased environmental awareness for the first 
time in human history. The book places itself at the forefront of this relevance by 
providing insights that are both timely and timeless at the same time. The purpose 
of the investigation that is contained within these pages is to provide academics, 
professionals working in the industry, and students alike with the strategies necessary 
to navigate the rapidly shifting landscape of consumer preferences and choices. 
The book is geared toward a wide range of readers, including academics, industry 
leaders, marketing professionals, researchers, and students who are interested in 
gaining a deeper comprehension of consumer behavior. To ensure that seasoned 
professionals find insightful depth, the content has been tailored to strike a balance 
between academic rigor and practical applicability. This ensures that newcomers to 
the field will find accessible entry points to the subject matter.

The book offers a compelling examination of modern consumer behavior, 
taking readers on an engaging intellectual journey. This anthology brings together 
profound insights from various perspectives to explain the dynamic forces that 
shape the modern consumer experience. Each chapter adds a distinct perspective 
to this vibrant canvas, covering everything from the modern consumer mindset and 
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minimalism to digital retailing and social media. Throughout the anthology, the 
complex interplay of psychology, culture, and technology is revealed, providing 
readers with strategic insights for navigating the ever-changing consumer landscape. 
Together, we will investigate the pulsating rhythm of social shifts and innovative 
approaches to consumerism. The dynamics of modern consumerism are thoroughly 
examined, navigating the complex terrain of changing consumer behaviors. Beginning 
with an in-depth examination of the modern consumer mindset and its underlying 
psychological factors, the investigation progresses to the polarization of consumer 
behavior and the rise of minimalism in a materialist society. Moving into the digital 
realm, the story delves into revolutionary retail trends, such as omnichannel and 
multichannel marketing strategies. Beyond current practices, the book predicts how 
technology will reshape consumer habits and emerging marketing strategies. The 
book’s pages also thoughtfully address the impact of social media on consumers’ 
perspectives on sustainability, as well as the valued characteristics of influencers 
across cultures. Finally, the anthology offers a new perspective on postmodern 
consumption, challenging long-held beliefs and encouraging businesses to embrace 
flexibility and innovation to stay ahead of the curve.

As we explore the modern consumer mindset in the first chapter, the journey 
unfolds by peeling back the layers of decision-making processes. We invite you to 
journey through the maze of psychological factors that influence consumer choices, 
gaining a nuanced understanding of the intricate factors that shape the tapestry of 
contemporary consumer behavior.

The first chapter endeavors to decode the desires that propel the modern 
consumer, exploring the psychological drivers that underpin the decisions made in 
the vibrant marketplace of the 21st century. Consumer behavior in today’s market is 
the main factor influencing individual choices. Comprehending consumer decision-
making is vital for traders and merchants, encompassing personal characteristics, 
environmental influences, and the decision-making process. Marketing strategies 
are crucial for the acquisition and retention of customers, and comprehending these 
factors is indispensable for marketers. Many factors, such as online reviews, social 
media platforms, and influencers, impact contemporary consumers. Online reviews 
on platforms like Amazon and Yelp influence customers’ perceptions of brands and 
products, while influencers offer timely product updates. Comprehending these 
factors is crucial for establishing connections, exerting influence, and prospering 
in the current era of digital technology.

A recurring theme highlights the contrast between consumer preferences in 
a swiftly evolving world. The emergence of minimalism in a society driven by 
materialism is a compelling example highlighting the stark contrast in consumer 
preferences. The second chapter contemplates the dynamic nature of desire and the 
constantly evolving realm of consumer preferences.
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The second chapter explores the dynamics of this polarization, providing 
insight into the emergence of minimalism as a contrasting response to the dominant 
materialistic values. The minimalist lifestyle, originating from the 1960s, has gained 
significant momentum as unsustainable consumption models become a global 
problem. This trend is seen as a niche market, particularly in the USA, Japan, 
and Europe. The 2008 global financial crisis and the COVID-19 pandemic have 
accelerated the rise of materialism, while the materialist consumption approach, 
which reflects ostentatious and exaggerated spending, has also risen. Consumers are 
driven by intrinsic and extrinsic motivations for luxury products, with the latter driven 
by extrinsic motives such as proving success or pleasure. Digital technologies and 
social media have catalyzed the spread of the minimalist lifestyle among consumers, 
with blogs, YouTube channels, and social networking sites promoting minimalism. 
This chapter examines the conceptual origins of minimalism, anti-consumption, and 
materialist consumption behavior, aiming to contribute to ongoing discussions and 
evaluate the conditions that lead consumers to materialistic consumption within the 
scope of Terror Management Theory.

Our journey continues into the heart of consumer culture, where the paradox of 
choice emerges. Consumers are faced with an abundance of options in an era marked 
by the emancipation of individual liberties, challenging businesses to decipher the 
subtle nuances of choice that influence their audiences.

The third chapter invites us to traverse the ambivalent terrain that emerges when 
individual freedoms find themselves emancipated within the vast marketplace 
of options. Contemporary consumer culture exhibits paradoxes, conflicts, and 
contradictions, which are characteristic of globalization trends and the rapid pace 
of life. This has resulted in an excessive growth of consumerist lifestyles and 
hedonistic values, which are reinforced by the marketing industry. Nevertheless, 
these advancements have also resulted in the deterioration of the environment, 
contamination, and alterations in the Earth’s climate. The swift advancement 
of digitalization, automation, and robotization has heightened the process of 
individualization and the shaping of personal identity. Notwithstanding these 
alterations, the pattern of enhancing individual consumer liberties remains consistent. 
This chapter seeks to elucidate the shift in consumer mindset through a reinterpretation 
of Bauman’s concepts and the introduction of a conceptual framework depicting 
the consumer as a consciously uncomplicated hunter/competitor, with a specific 
emphasis on ecological and environmental sustainability.

The digital age has ushered in a retail revolution, and our narrative reflects this 
tremendous shift. Multichannel and omnichannel marketing chapters delve into the 
complexities of digital retail trends, providing readers with a road map for navigating 
the ever-changing online marketplace.
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In the fourth chapter of the author’s investigation into the world of contemporary 
business, the author focuses on the influential trends of multichannel and omnichannel 
marketing, which are altering the landscape of online retail. The amalgamation of 
technology and consumer expectations has led to a dynamic transformation in how 
businesses interact with their audiences, surpassing conventional retail models to 
establish seamless and captivating brand experiences. This chapter discusses the 
systematic approach to digital marketing communications, focusing on the influence of 
digital technologies on direct marketing. It outlines the objectives of understanding the 
theory behind digital marketing communications, the impacts of digital technology on 
consumer behavior, and the difference between permission-based and permission-less 
marketing communications. The chapter also explores the role of mobile marketing 
in marketing innovation, its integration with social media, and the concept of mobile 
retailing. The systematic approach helps marketers revolutionize their marketing 
strategies by leveraging advanced media like smartphones and social media.

Technological advancements, which drove the digital revolution, are also at the 
core of modern marketing. This anthology investigates new marketing approaches 
that are in sync with technological advancements, providing a glimpse into the future 
of consumer engagement and the adaptive strategies that businesses must embrace.

In the fifth chapter, the authors explore the various marketing strategies that are 
in line with the rapid advancements in technology. These strategies have a significant 
impact on how brands engage with their target audience. Marketing is crucial in 
today’s rapidly changing market conditions as consumers move between physical 
and digital channels, seeking personalized experiences and protecting personal 
data. With budgets falling, fast-growing brands are overhauling their strategies 
around customer data, particularly the customer experience. Three key themes are 
essential: inclusive marketing, building infrastructure around data, and designing 
dynamic customer experiences. Artificial intelligence can be integrated with human 
services to enhance customer service. Consumers’ preferences now focus on price 
and quality, sensitivity to world problems, and trust, particularly in the banking and 
finance sectors.

In the sixth chapter, researchers undertake a thorough assessment of the development 
of digital retailing, analyzing its progression using advanced technologies. This chapter 
aims to explore the ways in which digitalization and technological advancements 
are reshaping the future of retail in the digital realm as the commerce landscape 
undergoes significant changes. The digitalization of retail has transformed essential 
business activities, including purchasing, selling, communicating, and inventory 
management. Consumers have taken on a more active role in the consumption process, 
engaging in online activities such as product selection, research, and purchasing. 
Traditional retailers have started adopting digital retail strategies through digital 
technology, enabling them to use new channels and shopper touch points. Traditional 
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retailing is suitable for all types of shoppers, including social ones, while electronic 
retailing is popular with those who seek convenience and embrace technology. The 
pandemic has catalyzed the digitalization process, with 46% of consumers shopping 
online for the first time during the pandemic. Traditional retailers must adapt to the 
needs of digitally connected customers, offering seamless cross-channel shopping 
experiences and integrating physical and virtual presence through an omnichannel 
strategy. Advancements in digital retailing, such as artificial intelligence, virtual 
assistants, chatbots, robots, voice commerce, machine learning, augmented reality, 
and virtual reality, are critical in adapting to unforeseen risks and turning them into 
opportunities.

The adventure continues with an inspiring exploration of the déjà rêvé effect, an 
innovative concept that empowers customer realities. This chapter invites readers 
to consider marketing’s transformative power in shaping not only desires but also 
the very essence of consumer realities in a virtual ambiance.

In the seventh chapter of the book, the author examines the captivating influence 
of marketing in creating the déjà rêvé effect—a phenomenon in which customers are 
transported into a dreamlike state of which they were previously unaware. This chapter 
explores the potential of marketing strategies to exceed the desires and aspirations 
of the modern consumer as businesses adapt to changing consumer expectations. 
The global population is growing, and disparities are decreasing. The digital era 
has led to hyperreality, with communication becoming a crucial social process. 
The digitalized global village refers to the shift from a conventional global village 
to a digitally interconnected one. The absence of a universally recognized reality 
has led to changes in human needs. Digital technologies have enabled individuals 
to construct their own interpretation of reality, blurring the boundaries between 
authenticity and fabrication. Marketers must provide valuable products or services 
that cater to consumers’ self-actualization needs. Hyperreality plays a pivotal role in 
marketing, as technological advancements like Augmented Reality, Virtual Reality, 
and Mixed Reality create immersive experiences that induce a sense of déjà vu. 
Marketing managers should enable customers to actively mold their perception of 
reality, as both the consumer and the product influence market value.

As our investigation into social media continues, a critical question arises: can 
these platforms be transformative tools for building a better society? The analysis of 
social media content on consumer perceptions of sustainability provides a nuanced 
perspective, examining the potential for positive societal change through influential 
digital channels.

In the eighth chapter, the author explores the captivating convergence of social 
media, consumer sustainability, and societal improvement. This chapter digs into a 
detailed examination of whether social media, with its extensive scope and impact, 
can function as a transformative instrument for constructing a more sustainable and 
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conscientious society. Social marketing is a strategy that aims to influence human 
behavior, focusing on health and environmental sustainability. Its primary objective 
is to encourage the target audience to actively participate in shaping their lives. 
Perception plays a crucial role in shaping an individual’s understanding of reality. 
In the modern era, digital marketing communications are increasingly used, with 
social media being a significant part of this landscape. Businesses use social media 
to promote shared awareness and create value. However, it is essential to follow up 
and evaluate the social marketing plan to determine the target market’s responses, 
the extent of awareness, and the desired behavioral change. This study aims to assess 
consumer perceptions of social marketing promoting environmental awareness via 
social media platforms.

The anthology concludes with a cross-cultural examination of influencer traits, 
with a particular emphasis on sustainability. This chapter encourages readers to 
consider the critical role that influencers play in shaping consumer values and 
perceptions, providing a comprehensive view of the influencers who support the 
growing emphasis on sustainability.

In the nineth chapter, the authors explore the world of sustainability influencers, 
examining the factors that influence the decisions of environmentally aware 
consumers, such as their preferences and cultural influences. The authors conduct 
a cross-cultural discrete choice experiment to explore the complex nature of 
influencer characteristics. They aim to comprehend how different cultures approach 
sustainability by examining the role of digital influence. This chapter explores the 
preferred characteristics of social media influencers, particularly those focused 
on sustainability. It tests these characteristics in an online experimental setting, 
collecting data from Turkish and German subjects. The study aims to understand 
how cultural differences influence the preference of these characteristics. Social 
media influencers have gained attention in the media and research due to their less 
commercial and idealist focus. The study compares consumers in developed countries 
with prominent sustainability discourse, Germany, and a transition economy, Turkey, 
where sustainability and corporate social responsibility are less prominent.

The significant change in consumer behavior, influenced by non-traditional 
consumption patterns, plays a crucial role in shaping the consumer behavior landscape. 
This paradigm shift urges businesses to embrace innovation and adaptability, 
effectively addressing the ever-changing demands and preferences of consumers.

In the tenth chapter, the authors explore how collaborative and creative consumption 
are reshaping consumer behavior in the postmodern era. This transformation 
involves embracing flexibility, questioning hierarchies, and seeking authenticity. 
These practices promote active engagement from individuals in the creation and 
exchange of goods, services, and content, while also embracing diversity, pluralism, 
and fragmentation. The emergence of collaborative consumption signifies a pivotal 
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moment in contemporary consumer behavior, propelled by a heightened consciousness 
of the environmental and social consequences of excessive consumption, and the 
aspiration to mitigate these repercussions. This shift revolutionizes our comprehension 
of consumption and carries significant ramifications for society and the economy. 
Adapting to this new environment and meeting the changing needs of consumers 
within consumer communities requires the use of innovative market research and 
business management approaches.

We encourage you to engage with the diverse perspectives presented by our 
esteemed contributors as you immerse yourself in the pages that follow. Whether 
you’re a seasoned business professional, a marketing enthusiast, or a voracious 
reader looking to unravel the mysteries of modern consumer behavior, Navigating 
the Shifting Landscape of Consumer Behavior is your guide. May this anthology 
spark your interest, start a conversation, and provide a comprehensive understanding 
of the intricate patterns that define today’s consumer landscape.

Your adventure begins here.

Fatih Şahin
Bandırma Onyedi Eylül University, Turkey

Cevat Söylemez
Kütahya Dumlupınar University, Turkey
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Déjà.rêvé,.subjective.sensation.of.re-experiencing.a.past.dream,.is.a.key.concept.in.
marketing..It.involves.the.sensation.of.déjà.vu,.blurring.the.lines.between.reality.
and.representation..The.concept.of.simulacra,.where.replicas.surpass.their.original.
sources,. challenges. the. conventional. understanding. of. reality.. The. metaverse,. a.
concept.that.integrates.digital.experiences,.raises.concerns.about.the.replacement.
of.genuine.reality.with.simulated.ones..The.convergence.of.VR,.postmodernism,.
and. innovative. marketing. strategies. has. reshaped. how. individuals. interact. with.
technology.and.perceive.reality..The.integration.of.VR.and.AR.technologies.with.
postmodern.influences.has.led.to.immersive.experiences.that.evoke.a.sense.of.déjà.
rêvé,.blurring.the.boundaries.between.reality.and.the.virtual.world..This.immersive.
experience.can.blur.the.boundaries.between.digital.identities.and.real-life.experiences,.
offering.marketers.a.unique.opportunity.to.engage.with.consumers.authentically..
By. leveraging. technologies,. marketers. can. create. familiarity,. personalization,.
engagement,.and.consumer.value.
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The.study.aims.to.evaluate.consumers’.perceptions.of.social.marketing.designed.to.
enhance.environmental.awareness.through.social.media.platforms..The.approach.
employed. in. this. study. is. exploratory. and. interpretive.. The. data. gathered. from.
YouTube.videos.on.the.“Doğa.İçin.Çal”.platform.filmed.during.the.2019-2023.period.
were.semiotically.analyzed.in.terms.of.their.content.characteristics..Afterwards,.the.
user.comments.were.evaluated.as.well..During.the.analysis.process,.the.consumer.
perception.framework.was.used.by.utilizing.the.content.analysis.method.through.the.
Maxqda.software.program..The.findings.indicate.that.the.videos.effectively.captured.
the. target. audience’s. attention.and. fostered. social. cohesion.by.promoting.unity..
However,.the.perception.elements.utilized.in.the.videos.indicate.that.the.viewers.
pay.greater.attention.to.the.aspects.associated.with.musical.performance,.while.the.
matter.of.environmental.awareness.remains.in.the.background.
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Despite.influencer.marketing.being.among.the.most.popular.digital.marketing.tools.
in.practice,.there.are.still.many.research.gaps,.especially.when.it.comes.to.specific.
influencer.types..Though.technology.is.converging.worldwide,.the.perception.of.
social.influencers.may.differ.between.cultures..In.this.study,.a.model.of.influencer.
characteristics.is.applied.to.cases.of.sustainable.and.regular.products..The.optimal.
influencer.for.German.and.Turkish.consumers.is.investigated.via.a.discrete.choice.
experiment.(DCE)..Findings.suggest.that.female.influencers.are.preferred.over.male.
influencers,.and. trustworthiness. is.especially. required. for.promoting.sustainable.
products,.regardless.of.the.respondent’s.involvement.for.sustainability..For.German.
consumers,.attractiveness.plays.a.larger.role.than.for.Turkish.consumers,.who.prefer.
high.levels.of.trustworthiness.and.expertise..The.applicability.of.this.methodology.
for.larger.studies.with.multi-country.samples.is.discussed.
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This. chapter. discusses. collaborative. and. creative. consumption.. Collaborative.
consumption.is.the.exchange.of.goods.and.services.between.individuals.and.challenges.
the.fundamental.concept.of.ownership..It.is.closely.linked.to.the.circular.economy,.
promoting.product.lifetime.extension.and.resource.mutualization,.which.contribute.
to.reducing.environmental.impact..Companies.are.working.to.adapt.to.this.trend.
by.rethinking.their.business.models..In.contrast,.creative.consumption.refers.to.the.
(mostly.digital).ecosystem.in.which.consumers.use.digital. tools.and.services. to.
become.active.creators.of.original.content.primarily.disseminated.across.various.
online.platforms..Creative.consumption. is.also. tangential. to.consumers’.design,.
creation,. marketing,. remarketing,. and. reutilization. of. products. using. traditional.
approaches.(e.g.,.production.and.self-production).or.technologies.such.as.3D.printing..
The.chapter.also.deals.with.co-creation,.which.involves.consumers.partnering.with.
organizations.throughout.the.product.or.service.life.cycle.from.design.to.disposal.
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